Keeping
the marine
industry
moving
Supplier of fuel and lubricants
for the marine industry

Our MARPOL and SOLAS
compliance ensures all
products we supply adhere
to current legislation and
we work hard to maintain
our efficiency, quick
deliveries and competitive
pricing, offering you our
best possible service.
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Who is Certas Energy?
We are the UK’s largest independent supplier of fuel and lubricants, operating a national
network that delivers a competitive, responsive local service ensuring that your vessel never
runs out of fuel.

Meeting your marine needs

Keeping up to date with the wider marine industry to understand the changing political, environmental
and financial challenges our customers face means that we work with you to create partnerships that
really understand your needs and priorities; recommending fuel products and services that help you fulfil
your requirements.

Reliable, local teams - regional presence - national network support

Making our expertise and outstanding service count for our customers, our main aim is to provide you
with the right products and services that together with local support, make it easier for you to run your
vessel efficiently.
Trusted by marine customers throughout the UK, our local teams work closely with you to assure reliable
and competitive supply of all your marine fuel and lubricants.
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6 billion

Our local drivers,
depots and
specialists ensure
we can reach the
majority of ports
throughout the UK.

litres of high quality fuel
and lubricants delivered
throughout the UK each year

1bn

1bn

1bn

1bn

1bn

1bn

2,500 employees

130 local depots
250

500

750

900
tankers
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Why use Certas Energy?
Established local service - help and
friendly advice always available
With 130 depots across the UK, our local
specialists work with you to fully understand your
needs. From offering fuel, lubricants and additives
to helping you place your order, developing
trusted and valued working relationships with our
customers is what’s important.
We understand how important it is to receive your
delivery when promised. With 900-strong fleet of
delivery vehicles nationwide, we work hard to meet
your delivery needs to ensure that you never run
out of fuel.

Refinery quality fuels

All fuel is marine compliant with a flash point above
60% and is FAME free.

Bespoke ordering and pricing

We offer floating prices, forward pricing, monthly
and weekly averages and spot pricing depending
on your preferences. Pricing can be offered in ppl,
Dollars, British Pounds Sterling or Euros per tonne.

A responsible approach

We take our responsibility seriously, reducing the
environmental impact of our operations.
Minimising waste
Protecting biodiversity
Reducing harmful emissions
Providing training and development
Creating local employment opportunities
Investing in the communities in which
we operate
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Products that perform
Service that keeps your vessel on the move
We know how important it is to keep your vessel moving. Whether it’s keeping your vessel
properly lubricated throughout the year, having the correct additives to store your vessel over
winter or accessing a reliable fuel supply when you need it, we’ve got you covered.

Lubricants
Approved by leading OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturers)
including MAN, Wartsila, Cummins, Sulzer and Vickers, we supply
lubricants from leading global manufacturers Shell, Castrol, Gulf and
Valvoline to ensure that you have access to a range of high quality
products to suit your needs.
Within the largest independent logistics and distribution network, you
can rely on us to deliver stocked products within five working days –
next day and emergency deliveries are also available.
Engine oils
Hydraulic oils
Transmission and gear oils
Cylinder oils

Additives
Additives help you reduce the cost of maintaining and replacing your
machinery, as well as saving you money by improving your fuel’s
performance and minimising storage problems and waste. The
range includes:
Anti-bug kill
Anti-bug protect
Power restorer
Fuel store plus
Our dedicated technical team ensure that you use only the bestsuited products for your equipment – reducing wear and tear and
ensuring optimum output and lifespan.
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Working together to keep health and safety a priority

Health and safety is paramount to us – it is fundamental to our business performance, as well as being our
commitment to you.

Working together to make health and safety our priority

Always committed to preventing injuries to our customers, colleagues and others who may be affected by our
activities, our culture of strong safety and compliance principles drives our dedicated Safety F1rst and Doing The
Right Thing campaigns.
Fully compliant with all applicable legislation and industry codes of practice as a minimum standard, we strive to
achieve best practice and continual improvement in our health and safety performance – whether it’s ensuring safe
deliveries of fuel to making sure our drivers operate safely on the roads.
Our management systems are backed up by our accreditations in health and safety (BS OHSAS 18001) quality (ISO
9001) and environmental management (ISO 14001).

Continual commitment to improvement

Most recently our commitment to carbon neutrality and energy management system was awarded ISO15001.
We are also members of the Fleet Operators Recognition Scheme (FORS), which assures our approach to safety,
efficiency and environmental protection in our fleet operation, combined with a commitment to measure, monitor
and improve our performance.

Making cleaner fuel choices
On 1 January 2020, a significant reduction in the sulphur content of the fuel oil used by ships will be implemented as
the 3.5% m/m (mass by mass) global limit currently in place is cut to 0.50% m/m (mass/mass).

Marine Gas Oil (MGO): Refined from crude oil, Gas Oil is a middle distillate liquid. There are two recognised

standards of gas oil:

Class A2/ULSGO: Class A2 gas oil is also known as ULSGO (ultra-low sulphur gas oil). Class A2 meets the
current BS2869 and ISO 8217 specifications and has a maximum sulphur content of 10ppm (0.001%).
Class D: Class D has a maximum sulphur content of 1000ppm and meets the current BS2869 and ISO 8217
specifications. Also known as 1000ppm, 0.1% or LSGO (low sulphur gas oil).
Shell GTL (Gas To Liquid): Certas Energy is the sole distributor of Shell GTL Fuel in the UK. This paraffinic
fuel offers a cleaner-burning alternative for use in diesel engines. Suitable for off-road applications, it both lowers
emissions and improves air quality and can be used as a direct replacement for conventional dielse fuels with no
modifications needed.
The GTL technology lowers local emissions of regulated pollutants: Particulate Matter (PM), Nitrogen Oxide (NOx),
Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Hydrocarbons.

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG): LNG is created by cooling natural gas to an extremely low temperature

(-162ºC). This cooling process turns the gas into a liquid that takes up 600 times less space than when it’s a gas.
This means it requires less storage capacity. It’s incredibly lightweight, too. In fact, it’s lighter than water - which
makes it easier to get to you.
What’s more, it’s non-toxic and non-polluting – which means a safer, more environmentally friendly fuel for your
business. All of these benefits make LNG ideal for off-grid high energy user looking for a cleaner, greener, more
cost-effective alternative to oil.
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With depots spread throughout the
UK and close to major ports including the
Isle of Wight, Isle of Man, Orkney and
Shetland Islands, you can rest assured
that Certas Energy can cover all of
your bunkering needs.
Alongside road deliveries to almost every UK port,
we also have bunkering facilities at:
Barge

Pipe

Truck

Thames
Aberdeen
Poole Wharf
Tyne

•Certas Energy depot

Certas Energy, 302 Bridgewater Place, Birchwood Park, Warrington WA3 6XG
0345 601 1880
marine@certasenergy.co.uk
certasenergy.co.uk/marine
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